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South Africa August 2008
John Andrews Advanced Iridology Seminar
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J o hn Andr e w s Adv a nce d I r i do l o g y Se m i na r
So ut h Af r i can I r i do l o g y I nst i t ut e
Aug ust 200 8
John Andrews, from the UK, world renowned Iridologist, researcher and
speaker will be presenting an Advanced Iridology Seminar at

Bryanston Country Club,
Johannesburg on 16 August 2008
Attendance of this exciting seminar is open to all who are interested in Iridology. Prior study with the SA Iridology Institute is not a prerequisite.
Registration will be from 08h30 to 09h00. The seminar which will commence
at 09h00 will be completed at 17h00.
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Your investment will be only R1500.00. If you make use of the early bird
booking, and book before 30 June 2008, you will be saving R250.00 and your
investment will be only R1250.00.
John Andrews of England is one of the worlds' leading researchers in Iridology. He frequently speaks and teaches at Iridology congresses and seminars
all over the world. He is well-known author of seven books on Iridology,
twenty Instructional CDs and is Editor of the Advanced Iridology Research
Journal.
At this seminar John will be launching his new book: Iris and Pupillary Signs,
3rd Edition - Modern Iridology, and copies will be available for purchase by all
seminar attendees.
Some of the topics which John will discuss and illustrate are:
Inner Pupillary Border Explanation & Exploration
The Most Important Iris signs in Modern Iridology
Dermatology & Iridology - Identification of the cause and treatment of
many skin diseases such as eczema, psoriasis, urticaria, acne vulgaris, acne
rosacea, impetigo, dermatitis, etc
Questions, clinical practice & discussion
Plus lots more!
All attendees of this seminar will receive a free gift from John Andrews.
This is an incredible opportunity to pick the mind of one of the leading Iridology researchers & practitioners in the world. Make sure you don't miss it.
The work of John Andrews for advancements and new findings within the
iridology field have been recognised with several awards over recent years
including in Italy, the Ignatz Von Peczely Award in Brazil and named as the
International Iridologists’ Practitioners Association “Iridologist of the Year
2007” in Las Vegas, USA.
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All different iris types will be examined and put under the microscope
In relation to
all the topics
we will look at
the different
iris types with
the latest digital iris imaging techniques
from John’s
own clinic,
research initiatives and findings.
To date, in the iridology world, in-depth
consideration of the pure brown iris (haematogenic iris) has often been overlooked or received scant attention, however recent research has helped to clarify the signs we should be looking for.
The pure brown iris, mixed iris and
blue iris will be detailed on the
clarification and priority given to iris,
pupil, sclera, cornea & inner pupillary border (IPB) markings within
the following fields of application:
Dermatology & Iridology - the root
causes of skin conditions & diseases
with current naturopathic treatments
The Most Important Iris & IPB
signs in Modern Iridology
Summary of the Inner Pupillary Border - easy identification & interpretation of the
main signs and how they help clarify what we see with the iris, sclera & cornea
John Andrews will help explain and empower the student or practitioner with practical tools and a clear, confident understanding for dynamic and competent application
for all patient groups & demographics. Basically, you will be able to use the information covered the very next week within your practice.
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Modern & Advanced Iridology
The John Andrews
approach in iridology is
to aim for the highest
standard of clinical accuracy & understanding.
This approach helps to
combine classical iridology with the arrival of
modern technology and
physiological knowledge. It is considered an
advanced approach, but
it is better described as
the modern and holistic
approach. As what we
understand as being “advanced” today; will become the norm of tomorrow. The modern
& advanced approach in iridology is a truly integrative approach and encompasses the following field and dynamics:
Immunology
Endocrinology
Embryology
Psychoneuroendocrinoimmunology (PNEI)
Emotional Epigenetics
Biogenetics
Emotional Embryology
Homotoxicology
Functional Medicine
Herbal Medicine
Nutrition
Hydrotherapy
Physiological Regulating Medicine
Bioenergetics and even Quantum Physics
Due to flexibility the beauty of this type of iridology approach is that it can can be used
for all types of therapies and approaches.
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Further Information
John Andrews feels honored and very excited to present and share this
information & experience in South Africa in August 2008, we know
that you will gain a great deal from the seminar. For further information and to reserve a place please visit:

www.irishealth.co.za
For more information of the work of John Andrews please visit:

www.johnandrewsiridology.net
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